
Can’t get enough? More Pride and Prejudice Resources & Links! 

The Lizzie Bennet Diaries. http://www.lizziebennet.com/ 

The Lizzie Bennet Diaries is a modernized adaptation of the classic Jane Austen novel, 
Pride and Prejudice. The story is told primarily through Lizzie Bennet‘s Video Diaries, 
while being supported by her and other characters social media streams. 

Austenacious. http://austenacious.com/ 

A fun and funny blog co-written by three Jane Austen (and Mr. Darcy) obsessed Cali-
fornians. Book reviews, recipes, crafts, and lots of resources. 

The Republic of Pemberley. http://www.pemberley.com/ 

The ultimate Austen resource: Forums for discussion about Jane Austen and her 

works (including a dedicated Pride & Prejudice message board); exhaustive lists of 

adaptations, sequels, and recommended reading; and historical information to put 

everything in context. 

 

PRIDE & PREJUDICE & POPCORN 

Some of our favorite takes on the classic, in movie form! 

Lost in Austen (2008) A modern girl is transported into her favorite book, with unex-

pected results. 

Becoming Jane (2007) Loosely based on Jane Austen’s life and the inspiration for her 

novels. 

Pride & Prejudice (BBC) (1995) Two words: Colin Firth. Two other words: Six Hours. 

Pride & Prejudice (2005) A lovely recent adaptation, starring Kiera Knightley. 

Bride & Prejudice (2004) Set in India, with all the singing and dancing that entails. 

Bridget Jones’s Diary (2001) The story of a contemporary British woman and her own 
Mr. Darcy. 

Annotations courtesy of NoveList, an online tool to help you find your next good 

read! Find it here:  

http://www.tewksburypl.org/pages/TewksburyLibrary_Research/online   

Click on “NoveList” 

Celebrating 200 Years of 
Pride & Prejudice 

An Annotated Book List for your  

Reading Pleasure. 

Tewksbury Public Library 

300 Chandler Street, Tewksbury, MA 01876 

www.tewskburypl.org      978-640-4490 

http://www.lizziebennet.com/characters/lizzie-bennet/
http://www.lizziebennet.com/characters/lizzie-bennet/


The Story That Started It All: 

Austen, Jane. PRIDE AND PREJUDICE Human foibles and early nineteenth-century 

manners are satirized in this romantic tale of English country family life as Elizabeth 

Bennet and her four sisters are encouraged to marry well in order to keep the Ben-

net estate in their family.  

Further reading: 

Angelini, Sara. THE TRIALS OF THE HONORABLE F. DARCY  Judge Fitzwilliam Darcy is 

terribly bored--ready to hang up his black robe and return to the life of a country 

gentleman--until he meets Elizabeth Bennet, a fresh faced attorney with a hectic 

schedule and no time for the sexy but haughty judge. Sparks fly as the two match 

wits and battle their overwhelming attraction. 

Aston, Elizabeth. MR. DARCY’S DAUGHTERS Picking up 20 years after Pride & Preju-

dice left off, the story of Elizabeth Bennet and Mr. Darcy’s five spirited daughters. 

Bebris, Carrie. SUSPENSE AND SENSIBILITY: OR FIRST IMPRESSION, REVISITED. A 

MR. & MRS. DARCY MYSTERY  Pemberley newlyweds Mr. and Mrs. Darcy identify a 

seemingly ideal suitor for Elizabeth's younger sister, a situation that turns bizarre 

when the young man's personality undergoes a radical change.  

Berdoll, Linda. MR. DARCY TAKES A WIFE: PRIDE AND PREJUDICE CONTINUES This 

charming sequel begins the day after Darcy and Elizabeth's wedding and follows the 

couple through the ups and downs of married life.  

Eulberg, Elizabeth. PROM AND PREJUDICE  For Lizzie Bennett, a music scholarship 

student at Connecticut's exclusive, girls-only Longbourn Academy, the furor over 

prom is senseless, but even more puzzling is her attraction to the pompous Will Dar-

cy, best friend of her roommate's boyfriend.  

Fowler, Karen Joy. THE JANE AUSTEN BOOK CLUB Six Californians join to discuss 

Jane Austen's novels. Over the six months they meet, marriages are tested, affairs 

begin, unsuitable arrangements become suitable, and love happens.  

Grahame-Smith, Seth. PRIDE AND PREJUDICE AND ZOMBIES  As a mysterious 

plague falls upon the village of Meryton and zombies start rising from the dead, 

Elizabeth Bennett is determined to destroy the evil menace, but becomes dis-

tracted by the arrival of the dashing and arrogant Mr. Darcy.  

 

Hale, Shannon. AUSTENLAND  Because her obsession with Jane Austen's Mr. Darcy, 

as played by Colin Firth in the BBC adaptation of "Pride and Prejudice," is ruining her 

love life, Jane Hayes is delighted when she gets the chance to take a trip to an English 

resort catering to Austen-crazed women.  

Hubbard, Amanda. PRADA AND PREJUDICE  During a school trip to England, fifteen-

year-old Callie buys a pair of Prada shoes in an effort to impress the popular girls, a 

scheme that backfires and sends Callie back to 1815  

James, P.D. DEATH COMES TO PEMBERLEY Six years after her marriage, Elizabeth 

Darcy is happily living with her husband and two sons at Pemberley, when, after the 

end of their annual autumn ball, an uninvited guest arrives in a chaise from the woods 

surrounding the estate screaming that her husband has been murdered, thereby 

shattering Elizabeth's peaceful life.  

McCullough, Colleen. THE INDEPENDENCE OF MISS MARY BENNET  A sequel to Pride 

and Prejudice that finds the willful third Bennet sister setting out in her late thirties in 

pursuit of adventure while her sisters worry about her at home.  

Potter, Alexandra. ME AND MR. DARCY  Emily has a string of disastrous dates and 

decides she has had it with love, but after fleeing to England on a tour of Jane Aus-

ten's country she runs into Mr. Darcy, the hero from "Pride and Prejudice."  

Reynolds, Abigail. TO CONQUER MR. DARCY  Instead of avoiding Elizabeth after his ill

-fated marriage proposal, Mr. Darcy follows her back to Hertfordshire to prove to her 

he is a changed man and worthy of her love. 

Rigler, Laurie Viera. CONFESSIONS OF A JANE AUSTEN ADDICT  Transported through 

time into Regency England, heartbroken Austen fan Courtney Stone is forced to live 

the discouragingly difficult life of a nineteenth-century woman and finds herself expe-

riencing memories that are not her own.  

Shulman, Polly. ENTHUSIASM  Julie and Ashleigh, high school sophomores and Jane 

Austen fans, seem to fall for the same Mr. Darcy-like boy and struggle to hide their 

true feelings from one another while rehearsing for a school musical.  

Tennant, Emma. PEMBERLEY: OR, PRIDE AND PREJUDICE CONTINUED A sequel to 

"Pride and Prejudice" takes up the story of Elizabeth and Mr. Darcy a year after their 

wedding, when gossip and troublesome relations again cause them discomfort.  


